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Abstract
Working on this research, we suggest studying a system composed by: three generator sets, a control unit and an inverter
system that ensures switching, in case that the generator in use failed. Devices of this system have a potential for faults. After a
malfunction, a restorative process is immediately starting. When a failure occurs on a machine, this last one just stopped.
Therefore, the control unit is activated and trigs automatically the other operational generator set, through the inverter system
which provides the changeover. This solution is considered to increase the system’s productivity. The purpose of this research is
to submit an ultimate performance method. This approach will provide us to determine the switching sequences of a specific
configuration, thus guaranteeing a cost and availability optimization. Models shown here all differ by assumptions considered:
by systems where machines have different costs, and by the switching command of a given configuration. By applying Petri
networks coupled with the Monte-Carlo simulation on this system of diversified technical characteristics, we are going to
determine optimal configurations. Depending on the switching sequences command of subsystems. But also, main-tenance
actions on the performances of an operational heterogeneous system with passive redundancy. A special thanks to the company
TOTAL who put at our disposal its GRIF software platform developed, which enabled us to determine the fundamental
indicators of operational safety.
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1.INTRODUCTION
The more significant works of the reliability of a system which is often progressing simultaneously, except in some
synchronization actions where the system follows a series and a parallel structure. That is what illustrates the
redundancy trouble. These models are in most of the cases intended for the systems dedicated to the conception and
without taking the applied maintenance in account. Mohammed et al. [1] have split the system into sub-systems, as
every sub-system is a series or parallel components association. They optimized the system reliability from its
components inherent reliability, taking into consideration the number of components and the type of assistance
(cool/warm) as variables of decision, in order to respect and reduce costs. However, the Suzan A. and Yisha.X [2]
studies related on a (Condition-Based Maintenance) CBM review, that highlights the optimization and mathematical
modeling approach. The CBM is a maintenance strategy which raises and estimates information on a real time basis
and recommend maintenance decisions based on the current system status. These authors focused their work on
important aspects of the CBM, like optimization criteria, the inspection frequency or the solution methodology for
examples.
The Suzan A. and Yisha X. works consist in determinate a maintenance policy that makes increase the system
performance under certain criteria like: the cost, the availability, the reliability . Those authors have present a recent
scientist review about the progress of research in formulation and optimization problem-solving.
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According to M.R Valaei and J. Behnamian [3], sub-systems reliability does not depends on the switching
chronological order. Because the likelihood is the useful lives sum of every elements and equals to the probability of
survival of every element at that precise point in time. On the other hand, cost depends on the realized sequence. This
property is close to reality for non-repairable subsystems with ideal changeover modules.
Linmin and al. [4], submitted a dependence function to determine the failure rate of the components in every
subsystem, and the Markov’s model to figure the subsystem status distribution. An optimal method purposed to
decrease the system cost, while respecting associated cost to components and to repair teams, which are subject to the
contrainst of system availability.
In our research, and to be closer to reality, we focused on operational heterogeneous system that are subject to
corrective maintenance actions.Using the simulation tool [5], we established quantitatively the forecast performances of
different planned configurations by subsystems switching sequences [6].
Where:

2.FORMULATION OF PROBLEM
Recent research on reliability treat allocation problems with redundancy series/parallel by using respectively similar
and non similar items. For this reason, we define every configuration of a system composed of n systems (formula 1),
through its changeover order [7].
It is obvious that the reliability plays a key role for the improvement of the availability and the production line rate.
Due to the fact that, a processor running on several redundant machines will be considered broken only when all the
parallel machines would have broken. Therefore, to be in touch with the reality, we are going to examine first of all, a
system composed of an non-repairable subsystems set showing unfavorable switching mechanisms. And then, we will
observe the system composed of a repairable subsystems set [8], [9] behavior.
In the case of a system composed of n subsystems in parallel see Figure 1. This one stays operational if, and only if no
one of its subsystem fails. On the other structure where a system is composed of n series subsystems, the failure of one
of its components leads to the entire system failure.
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Figure 1 System constituted of n heterogeneous subsystems with cold standby
A global system structure formed by serial systems is illustrated by the formula 1. We also investigate the switching
sequence pertaining to every system, that provides to maximize its reliability [10] and to reduce the maintenance cost
[11]. Those last factors are considered like two conflicting targets.
The reliability of only one optimal switching system equals to the likelihood that an element still works at a moment t.
The mathematical model of reliability [12] is given by this equation 1 :

In fact, switching mechanisms present some imperfections which can result in the probability of detection and of
switching success towards the rescue set in case of failure on the set running. In this case the system reliability can be
calculated as follows :

Assumptions are given as :
 System components present two operating states (perfect working and out of order)
 Maintenance operations are as good as new type
 Maintenance resources are unlimited
It should be stressed that when a system is not subject to maintenance operations, the reliability and availability do not
depend on components switching sequence [13]. However, the application of maintenance operations makes it
complicated to find mathematical models, which present performance parameters intimately linked to the order of
changeover sequences. And that is exactly why we referred to Petri networks simulation, coupled with the Monte-Carlo
method.
The mathematical model could be elaborated like that :
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3.Method of MONTE-CARLO
The major problem presented by computers is that they are deterministic and cannot simulate random phenomena other
than the function Rand () [8].
Proposition: If F is the distribution function of a random variable X of law f. Then Y=F(X) is a random variable
Uniform over [0,1]. This proposition analytically allows obtaining the formulas to simulate a large number of laws.
If X~ exponential law :

The simplicity of this formalism gives it a first-class modeling power. Its association with Monte Carlo simulation is a
powerful numerical evaluation tool for the study of complex systems.
Petri network with simulation of Mote Carlo (RP-MCS) can be used to deal with non - Monrovian systems that are
highly dependent on internal and external factors and provide a robust and flexible tool for modeling functional and
dysfunctional systems behavior and evaluation of quantitative analysis of their performances [10]. Concerning reliably,
this combination is used as a decision support tool and for numerical assessments of productivity or risk assessment.
3.1. Probability Densities Used
3.1.1. Uniform distribution on [a, b]
If r Is a random variable that follows a uniform distribution on [0,1]
.r is a uniform random variable
on [a,b]. With the rand () function, the simulation allowed us to generate the samples r_i of the uniform distribution
on [0,1] [12]
The samples of t are computed by the following change of variable:

3.1.2. Exponential law of parameter λ
If r is a uniform random variable over [0,1]With
, Where λ is the failure rate
and r_i randomly drawn is evenly distributed between 0 and 1. The calculation of the samples of t will be carried out on
the samples of r and by the following change of variable

3.1.3 Gaussian distribution
the normal distribution of parameters σ.
The integral
du , does not have an analytical value, we then go two dimensions then in polar
(ρ,θ) coordinates by defining the following law:
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θ is a random variable that follows a uniform distribution on [0, 2π].
The distribution in ρ is :

and its distribution function :

, k is a random variable that follows a uniform distribution on [0,1].
So :

And the we find x by :
That is to say : If r and s Are two random numbers with uniform distribution over [0,1],
x is a Gaussian distribution, its realizations are given by:

t is a Gaussian distribution, its realizations are given by:

According to Figure 2, the first step is the generation of the random vectors r and s distributed uniformly between 0 and
1 by the rand () function available on the digital computers. The second step consists in calculating the objective
vectors of the simulation.

Figure 2 Flowchart of the procedure for calculating t

4.Performances Evaluation
To remedy problems identified by manufacturers, we want to screen in this part, configurations that allow to establish
reliability, availability and operational costs related to every cold standby system configuration.
4.1. System delivery
We are presenting the application of performances valuation approach, on an application case representing a power
plant which supplies aerial navigation installations. This study’s goal is to approve the performed developments.
The displayed power plant on the figure contains those elements :
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 Three power generators(GE) : 250KVA power transformer
 An inverter system that ensures the changeover in case that the generator in use failed
 A unit control ensuring generators powering and switches request
In that context, only one power generator provides power supply and its set values are stored at the unit control memory
level see Figure 3. And if a failure appears on the main power generator, the unit control is instantly activated. Thus,
the unit triggers the other power generator in use, through the inverter system. But, if a failure or a switching fault,also
occurs on the higher priority assistance, the second emergency generator takes on the power supply. The failure
detection and the changeover to the j group success will be materialized using reliability.
The assignment of priorities takes place through the program at the control unit level. This last one is ordered by a
microprocessor control which takes care of those tasks :
 Phases order control
 Amplitudes control
 Appropriated actions execution in case that a fault is detected (commutation or the station is switched off)

Figure 3 Synoptic of the system
With those documents and system data, we are going to identify, for every equipment, the behavior law, the operation
cost per unit of time, the cost and maintenance duration, Table 1
4.2. Non-repairable system with cold standby
As for power plants, none maintenance action is executed, except when a changeover occurred to ensure the service
continuity. If this should happen the figure 4 shows the construction principle of this electrical installation.
The system (normal, assistance_1, assistance_2) is composed of those elements:












Status_1 represents the main power generator proper functioning
The transition Tr_1 reflects the deterioration mechanism of the main power generator
Status_2 represents when the main power generator is stopped after a breakdown
The transition Tr_23 means the success probability of switching to the first emergency generator
Status_16 and Status_13 respectively represent switching success and failure to the first emergency generator
The transition Tr_24 manifests the waiting time for a manual switching to the first emergency generator when the
automatically one failed
Status_12 represents the first emergency generator proper functioning
The transition Tr_13 shows the deterioration mechanism of the first emergency generator
Status_9 represents when the first emergency generator is stopped after a breakdown
The transition Tr_25 means the success probability of switching to the second emergency generator
Status_17 and status_15 respectively reflect switching success and failure to the second emergency generator
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 The transition Tr_26 materialized the waiting time for a manual switching to the second emergency generator
when the automatically one failed
 Status_14 represents the second emergency generator proper functioning
 The transition Tr_22 means the deterioration mechanism of the second emergency generator
 Status_11 shows when the second emergency generator is stopped after a breakdown
Table 1:System parameters

MAD: the Moroccan dirham

Figure 4 Normal non-repairable equipment with two cold standby component
Simulation permits to illustrate every generator set operation, and to examine the influence of the switching order on
sys-tem performances. The system that we study is composed of six configurations.
The unavailability calculation of each configuration is made counting the ratio of the average length of stay in
status_11 relative to the elapsed time for almost stories

With : T(t), the average length of stay on the status_11, on the P stories.
The failure function estimation at the moment t could be written like :

Where: K (t) represents how many times a token occupied the PI_11 place, at the t moment on the P stories.
The reliability function estimate at the moment t could be given as :

In this configuration, it is obvious that the availability keeps the same speed on the different configurations viewed,
where we have varied the order of switching (as shown on the figures 5 and 6) (table2 and 3).
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Figure 5 System reliability for different cold switching sequences for 10000 realizations
Table 2: Reliability simulation results for a non-repairable system
sequence
123

Min
12.44%

Max
100%

Average
49.26%

132
213
231
312
321

11.77%
12.25%
12.01%
12.38%
12.09%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

48.93%
49.25%
49.14%
49.36%
49.06%

Figure 6 System availability for the different cold switching sequences for 10000 realizations
Table 3: Availability simulation results for a non-repairable system
sequence
123

Min
13.62%

Max
100%

Average
37.35%

132
213
231
312
321

13.62%
13.59%
13.57%
13.59%
13.56%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

37.36%
37.24%
37.27%
37.21%
37.24%

The total cumulated cost of diesel consumption decreased and depends on the switching order, like the figure 7 shows.
For operating times rate below 2 500 hours, the most efficient switching cycle is the 1-2-3 sequence. Different
sequences present an equal cumulated cost of consumable, beyond this delay see Table 4. This contrast is due to the
decline in reliability that thus presents a value of 12 per cent see figure 4. Specially, when the reliability tends toward
zero, it corresponds to a complete cessation of the station. Every element operates over a period that depends on
deterioration mechanism, and not on the switching cycle [8].
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Figure 7 Consumable cost of different cold switching sequences for 10000 realization

Table 4: Consumable simulation results for a non-repairable system

4.3. Repairable system with cold-standby
The Petri network of the figure 8, shows a system constituted of three heterogeneous generators sets regulated by the as
good as new type of remedial maintenance actions. Switches are engaged toward the first emergency generator,
whereas the main power generator failed. And toward the second emergency generator if the first one failed.
But, if the second emergency generator failed, the changeover will again be handled. Supposing that one or both of two
of the higher priority generators sets returned to service, the one has highest priority will cover the native load
transmission.
This network is used to define the failure/changeover processes. At every stage of transition, a set of variables are
modified according to the component estate and also depending on the measures needed to be implemented. The true
meanings of all those variables are given in the
table 1.
Each power generator can switch on, but only if these conditions are met :
 Higher priority generators sets are out of order
 The relevant generator must be in good operating order
 The switching accomplishment toward the relevant group
Using the GRIF-MOCARO software, we employed different switching sequences to value each system setting and to
give the optimal changeover sequence.
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Figure 8 Normal repairable equipment with two cold-standby components
We can for example see the message ?M1 appearing, received through the Transition which permits to approve it when
it was in the « true » state. We also see the !M2 message, which is issued by the Transition in the « true » status.
The main generator switching on takes place through the PI_1 status, of which the deterioration mechanism follows an
exponential law of u1 parameter (transition Tx1 deterioration). After crossing the transition (Tx1 deterioration), the
main equipment shall be on an unexpected failure state(place PI_2).A corrective maintenance intervention will be
triggered and can only end after a delay t1 (transition Tr_2). To ensure an uninterrupted service, an automatic
switching attempt operates toward the first emergency device: this is the transition Tr_9. The smooth functioning of
this last power up the first emergency generator (place PI_7). This set functioning duration follows an exponential law
of u2 parameter (transition Tx2deterioration) with a maintenance delay t2 (transition Tr_8).
If this operation failed, it will lead to a second switching attempt toward the second emergency generator through the
transition Tr_10. The success of this last will turn the second emergency generator on (place PI_5). In the case that the
switching is unsuccessful there, it will bring to a complete standstill of the station.
Results relevant to the different switching sequences are displayed by the figure 9. This demonstrates that the 1-2-3
sequence enables us to obtain a subsystem with the highest probability of effective operation, with an average of 94%.
The Figure 10, also makes clear that the 1-2-3 sequence gives availability values, with an average value of 93.51%.

Figure 9 Proper functioning probability of the maintained system, for the different cold-standby sequences ,100
realizations
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Figure 10 Maintained system availability for the different cold-standby sequences, 1000 realizations
The figure 11 and figure 12, show respectively the total cost of remedial maintenance actions and the total consumable
cost during the system’s life cycle. And that, for every possible switching sequences.
We find that the 3-1-2 sequence gives low values to consumable total cost. Regarding remedial maintenance actions
total cost, the 1-2-3 sequence presents the lowest cost, in proportion to the other sequences.

Figure 11 Maintenance total cost for the different cold-standby sequences, 100 realizations

Figure 12 Consumable total cost for the different cold-standby sequences, 100 realizations
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In order to determine the most efficient combination that takes into account both availability and costs. The table 5
summarized the various simulation results from each sequence for about 10 000 hours.
Table 5: MOCA-RP simulation results

Through the above results, we can conclude that the 2-1-3 sequence does not give any benefit for the operator. Indeed,
it allows a low availability, but also a higher total cost compared to others 1-2-3 and 1-3-2 sequences. For the same
reasons, the 3-1-2 sequence will be advantageous compared to the 3-2-1 sequence.
A relative cost of 1-2-3 and 1-3-2 sequences does not have significant difference. But, such as the availability factor,
the 1-2-3 sequence represents a slight plus against the second one.
For 2-3-1 and 3-1-2 sequences, availability values are close. But anyhow, they performed a considerable difference of
more than 200 000 MAD, which could be a key reason to choose the 3-1-2 sequence against the other one. Industrial
for who high availability is an obvious priority, the adapted sequence is the 1-2-3 one. Those, who put costs as the
decisive criterion, they should opt for the 3-1-2 sequence.

5.Conclusion
In this study, we concentrated on the optimum configuration of operating equipments and on the emergencies
allocation difficulties. We also looked at the remedial maintenance actions effect on each configuration performances.
Using Petri networks coupled to the Monte-Carlo method, allowed us to rectify the mathematical modeling issue of the
remedial maintenance actions. From now, we are going to treat deterioration mechanisms and take over the conditional
preventive maintenance actions effects on the system performances.
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